aggressive behaviour Homarus americanus individual recognition lobster sight For years, individual recognition has been the subject of many studies but, owing to the intrinsic complexity of the phenomenon, it has also been the source of much controversy. The sensory channel(s) used for recognition has also been much discussed. In aquatic invertebrates, vision has been one of the least understood media. We carried out two laboratory experiments using 49 pairs of adult male American lobsters. The first experiment was aimed at investigating the sensory channel/s (smell, sight or the two combined) used by lobsters to get information about the opponent, whereas in the second experiment we tested whether visual experience might allow lobsters to recognize the familiar opponent. Previous exposure to the sight of a conspecific induced lobsters either to avoid the opponent or to skip preliminaries (approaches and threats) and escalate the interaction. However, such changes in the dynamics of fighting were shown only when the opponent was the individual that the experimental lobster had previously seen rather than a generic lobster. This is the first study to provide evidence that lobsters can identify familiar conspecifics by sight, although this does not necessarily mean that they recognize them as individuals. Further studies are needed to clarify this issue. Ó
For years, individual recognition has been the subject of many studies but, owing to the intrinsic complexity of the phenomenon, it has also been the source of much controversy. The sensory channel(s) used for recognition has also been much discussed. In aquatic invertebrates, vision has been one of the least understood media. We carried out two laboratory experiments using 49 pairs of adult male American lobsters. The first experiment was aimed at investigating the sensory channel/s (smell, sight or the two combined) used by lobsters to get information about the opponent, whereas in the second experiment we tested whether visual experience might allow lobsters to recognize the familiar opponent. Previous exposure to the sight of a conspecific induced lobsters either to avoid the opponent or to skip preliminaries (approaches and threats) and escalate the interaction. However, such changes in the dynamics of fighting were shown only when the opponent was the individual that the experimental lobster had previously seen rather than a generic lobster. This is the first study to provide evidence that lobsters can identify familiar conspecifics by sight, although this does not necessarily mean that they recognize them as individuals. Further studies are needed to clarify this issue. The intrinsic complexity of individual recognition, on the one hand, and the wide diversity in its expression, on the other, however, have generated a debate around the defining features of the process (Barrows et al. 1975; Brooks & Falls 1975; Barnard & Burk 1979; Falls 1982; Halpin 1986; Sherman et al. 1997; Steiger & Müller 2008; Tibbetts et al. 2008) . A dichotomy between 'true' individual recognition and 'class-level' or 'binary' individual recognition has been proposed. In 'true' individual recognition (Beecher 1989; Tibbetts & Dale 2007) , the receiver learns the individually distinctive characteristics of the signaller and associates these characteristics with individual-specific information about it. For example, Tibbetts (2002) showed that the paper wasp Polistes fuscatus can identify individual nestmates by unique facial features, as well as we humans recognize our own companions. In contrast, in the 'class-level ' (Tibbetts & Dale 2007) or 'binary' individual recognition (Gherardi & Tiedemann 2004) , the receiver associates the learned characteristics of the signaller with inferred class-specific information or matches the signaller's phenotype to an internal template associated with different classes (but see Steiger & Müller 2008) . For example, while fighting with a conspecific, the hermit crab Pagurus longicarpus behaves following the simple rule: 'if I know the opponent, behave as before; if I do not know it, attack ' (Gherardi & Tiedemann 2004) . Since the present study was not originally designed to solve the issue, we provisionally refer here to individual recognition sensu lato.
Among other social contexts, aggression certainly favours the evolution of individual recognition. The intervention of individual
